Crown Products and Services is proud to offer PS-100P Pile Sealant as the ultimate low-cost solution to your coal pile sealing needs. It provides superior protection against erosion and reactive degradation of stockpiled coal, effectively lowering your unit operating costs. The PS-100P process will make a positive impact on plant profitability, health and safety. Effective pile sealing supports environmental stewardship, promoting a positive relationship with regulators and the surrounding community. By using Crown’s pile sealing technology, there’s less coal lost to oxidation and erosion. Your coal piles remain intact and ready for efficient reclaim.

**Features**
- Protects against wind and water erosion
- Reduces coal oxidation and degradation
- Keeps moisture out to increase fuel quality and value
- Non-toxic, non-corrosive and non-flammable

**Benefits**
- Dust reduction
- Reduced regulatory violations
- Improved health and safety
- Better community relations